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President’s word
Sridhar Aravamudhan, BCBA
First off I would like to thank the new
editorial team comprising of Geetika Agarwal
( The chair), Sheela Rajaram ( Co-chair) and
Tasneem Hegde ( Co-chair) for bringing out
this special pre-conference edition.
These are very interesting times at ABA India.
Third year into its inception ABA India’s
mission continues to bring ABA as a subject of
study in India.
The last 12 months have seen a flurry of
activities starting with a very successful and
well attended second annual conference in
December 2011, a multi city photo exhibition
titled Beautiful Moments on the World
Autism Awareness Day (WAAD) in march
2012, a fund raising run in the premier TCS
World 10k Run event, workshops on teaching
procedures for children with autism based on
principles of Behavior Analysis in Baroda,
Surat, Madurai, Bengaluru and Yemen etc.
I will look forward to your attendance in the
third annual conference to be held on 8,9
Dec’2012 in Kolkata. You will find more
details in www.aba-india.org and in the
registration form provided in this newsletter.
We have extensive workshops being
conducted by expert faculty from abroad and
from India on the latest technologies in
teaching using applied Behavior Analysis.

“1 in 88 cannot wait” is the new slogan
ringing in many parts of the world drawing
attention of policy makers to the epidemic
that is autism. Teaching procedures based on
the science of Applied Behavior Analysis have
over 50 years of research behind them and
are the most evidence based protocols
producing positive outcomes for children
with autism. With one in 88 child births being
diagnosed with autism ( Center for Disease
Control, United States, 2012) , the time to
join the cause is now.

Dr. Garner’s article simplifies ABA terminology for better
understanding of Behavior.
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You can engage in the cause by
•Becoming a member of ABA India ( Affiliate
members - Rs. 1000 per year)
•Making a one-time or ongoing donation
• Help with fundraising
• Help in disseminating information about
Applied Behavior Analysis to rest of the
society
•Volunteering time
The first port of call is a visit to our website in
www.aba-india.org and you could also write
to me on sridhar.a@aba-india.org
I trust you will find the articles in this special
edition meaningful to you and hope that
every reader joins the cause.

Recent campaigns of ABA-India over the past year…
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Editor’s message
Dr. Geetika Agarwal, BCBA
It gives me great pleasure to bring to you the
new and updated ABA India Newsletter. I was
invited to head the newsletter committee in
the beginning of this year, and while I was
excited about the position, I knew that there
was a lot of work ahead of me. My first task
was to bring together fellow committee
members who shared my passion for
behavior analysis and were committed to
spreading the word about the science within
the Indian subcontinent. Although it seemed
like a daunting task, the committee was soon
established. We are a group of four
members, residing in the various parts of the
world; we are all practicing and studying ABA
and we are all driven towards making the
newsletter a source of information for the
professionals, parents and consumers of
India. With this commitment, we are happy

Dr. Geetika Agarwal, Ph.D,
B.C.B.A.-D, Chair of ABA-India
Newsletter
A cheerful
colleague,
impeccable
organizer and a
juggler between
different
professional roles,
Dr. Geetika
Agarwal is best
known for her
work in paediatric feeding disorders and skill
acquisition programming for children with
Autism. She currently resides in Georgia,
Atlanta and is an Assistant Professor of
Psychology at Clark Atlanta University. She
leads her reserach group at the univesity, and
is speaking heading the initiative to beging a
Behavior Analysis track at the undergraduate
level. Dr. Agarwal is also a consultant for
parents, school, and families on behavioral
management techniques, and ABA
programming. After a week of choc-a-bloc
parents/school consultations and conducting
classes at Clark Atlanta University, you will
find her either winding down with
adventurous weekend getaways or
conducting meetings on weekend. It is mostly
the latter. Yes, she is a workaholic too!

to release the first “Pre-Conference 2012
Newsletter”.
This Pre-Conference 2012 Newsletter has a
new look and fresher feel. The committee
worked really hard to make the newsletter
easy to read while maintaining the quality of
the content. The newsletter starts with a
welcome note from the current president of
ABA-India, Sridhar Mudhan. We have
included an introductory article by Dr. Dana
Garner, which discusses some key
components of behavior analysis. The terms
are discussed in a very user friendly and
simple language and it is my hope that the

readers will find the article useful in
their practice. Additionally, this
newsletter brings to you some
updates from events organized by
ABA India throughout the year. We
hope you enjoy the montage of the
pictures!!!! In conclusion, there is a
brief introduction of the team that
brings the newsletter to you, followed
by submission guidelines for parents
and professional interested in
submitted their article.
We hope you are enjoying the ABA-India
conference thus far. Stay tuned for the next
publication of the newsletter, scheduled for
January 2013.

Sincerely,
Dr. Geetika Agarwal

“Hello!” Meet the newsletter team
Sheela Rajaram, MS
Clear, precise and
enthusiastic: that
is Sheela for you.
Her past twenty
years of teaching
experience
has
only made her
more
excited
about
teaching
and sharing oodles
of knowledge to
those interested.
It is of no wonder then that she is the
supervisor of ABA Services at The Etobicoke
Children's Centre, Toronto, Canada, where
she primarily focuses on parent/ caregiver
training programs, while also designing ABA
programs for children. If enthusiasm to life
and work could be transferred by mere
contact, then be ready for it when you meet
Sheela. You won’t be able to fight her zest,
believe it or not!

Tasneem Hegde, MS
An animal lover, a self-professed nutritionist
for family and an avid reader, Tasneem
believes that life is too short to accomplish
everything. Thus, she continues to do what
she enjoys most: working in the mammoth

field of Behavior
Analysis since her
post-graduation in
Clinical Psychology.
When she is not
collecting data for
her
research
projects, mentoring
with her BCBA or
working with her
clients, you will often see her playing with her
dogs and on closer inspection you will find
they are learning something new. What’s
next on your list Tasneem- pigeons?

Sridhar Aravamudhan, BCBA

Sridhar Mudhan is a Board Certified
Behavior Analyst, works as a consultant
with Behavior Momentum India (P)
Limited, is the President of ABA India and
blogs on ABA and Autism related topics
occasionally.
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Bridging the Language Gap Series: Explaining ABA
Terminology in Simple Terms to Readers: PART 1
Dana Garner, PhD, BCBA-D
The field of behavior analysis has a language
of its own. In the early history of applied
behavior analysis (ABA) researchers were
striving to separate themselves from other
professions and to develop their own
formalized science of behavior. Along with
the development of the field of ABA came
specific terminology to enable behavior
analysts to talk about behavior change in very
specific ways. Behavioral terminology helps
behavior analysts be specific when speaking
to other behavior analysts. The terminology
became a way for behavior analysts to share
ideas, collaborate on procedures, and discuss
interventions effectively and efficiently.
Unfortunately, this behavioral language does
not always translate into lay language easily.
Recognizing this widening chasm between
behavior speak and lay language, Dr. Foxx
wrote an article in 1996 describing the need
for behavior analysts to be aware and
considerate of non-behaviorists when talking
in “behavior speak”. Dr. Foxx said it is our
duty as behavior analysts to explain terms to
others, to make connections, and to help
disseminate useful information about ABA in
a manner that others will understand.
Without understanding, there is no follow
through.
This article will focus on three of the
commonly used behaviors terms: behavior,
reinforcement and punishment. Their
description will include the behavioral
definition, as well as their lay definition.
Understand these technical terms will help
parents, caregivers, and teachers feel more
competent when reading behavioral reports,
speaking with a behavior analyst, attending
workshops, and when reviewing materials for
their child who receives behavioral services.
Additional terminologies will be described in
the future articles.
BEHAVIOR: Yes, the term “behavior” may
seem obvious, but it is one of the most
important to understand. We are in fact,
called “behavior analysts”, so in order to
analyze something we need to understand
what it is. The technical definition for
behavior from Cooper, Heron, & Heward
(2007) is that the term behavior is “used in

reference to a larger set or class of
movements holding in common certain
dimensions or functions” and the term
response refers to “a specific instance of a
particular behavior” (p18).
In essence, behavior is what we DO. It is an
organic action; an action that occurs within
the environment, one that can influence as
well as can be influenced by the
environment. Behavior is not a passive act, as
when the current of the ocean makes your
body sway back and forth, or as when the
wind blows your hair one way or another. In
contrast, swimming, brushing your hair, or
walking out of the water are behaviors. If
you place a ball at the top of the hill, what
will happen? It will roll. The rolling action of
the ball is not “behavior”. Think... if an
inanimate object can do it, then it isn’t
behavior. The wind blowing your hair is not
behavior, but running your fingers through
your hair is behavior.
Behavior is observable and measurable.
Behavior is something we can see and
measure either through counting the number
of times it occurs, the duration of the
occurrence, or the strength of the behavior. I
can see, (observe), Sally crying. I can observe
the tears and hear her cries. I can record
how many minutes she cries. Crying is an
observable, measurable behavior. I cannot
see that Sally feels sad or upset… these are
internal events that I cannot measure or
observe, and therefore, emotions are not
classified as “overt” behaviors.
Identifying observable behaviors is a central
hallmark of behavior analysis and lays the
foundation for the conducting of functional
behavior assessments and behavior plans.
For example, if a teacher tells me that Sam (a
student in her class) is having trouble at
school because he is very angry, this
information doesn’t tell me (a behavior
analyst) what he is doing, what action he is
performing that is causing the problem.
Being angry is not a behavior. Sam could be
angry, but not actually be “doing” anything.
But, if the teacher tells me Sam is throwing
items at least five times a day and hits his
desk with his fists often, now I have
behaviors to work with. Throwing items and
hitting the desk are observable and

measureable acts, and therefore, are
behaviors. The field of behavior analysis looks
at observable, measurable behaviors and
examines the change in the behavior over
time. Defining a specific behavior that will be
targeted for change is a foundational
component of ABA.
REINFORCEMENT: The term reinforcement
has often been used inaccurately. Just giving
a child a piece of candy is not reinforcement.
There are two types of reinforcement,
positive and negative. Positive
reinforcement, the one we most often think
about and use, is defined as “when a
behavior is followed immediately by the
presentation of a stimulus and, as a result,
occurs more often in the future” and
negative reinforcement is defined as “certain
stimuli increase the future probability of
behavior when they are terminated
immediately following a response” (Cooper,
et al., 2007. p 25). Let us start with positive
reinforcement.
First, we need to understand that in
behavioral language, “positive” just means
that something is added or applied or
presented. Usually the word “positive” has
good connotations, but behaviorally these
connotations do not apply. The term
“positive” is neutral. A reinforcer is anything
that follows a behavior and increases the
probability of the behavior occurring again.
Note the word “probability”. Reinforcement
does not guarantee the behavior will happen
again, just that the behavior is more likely to
happen again “if” it is followed by some kind
of potential reinforcer. Positive
reinforcement means something is given,
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applied, or added following a behavior, and
because of this addition, the student is likely
to engage in the behavior again. We should
then instead of saying reinforcement, say
“potential reinforcer” since we will not know
if the item or action applied is an actual
reinforcer until we see the increase of
behavior.
In behavioral language, the term “negative” is
also a neutral term. Negative only indicates
that something has been removed or
avoided. When we say negative
reinforcement, we are talking about the
probability of behavior increasing because of
the removal or avoidance of something. The
behavior is likely to occur again so the
individual can avoid or have the unwanted
event or item removed. An example of
negative reinforcement is one we are all
familiar with... a mom is shopping with her
toddler. The toddler asks for a piece of candy
and begins to cry and scream when mom says
“no”. Mom finally buys the toy and the
screaming stops. The next time they go
shopping, mom may be more likely to just
buy a toy to avoid the screaming child, and to
avoid being embarrassed at the store.

4
PUNISHMENT: When we think of the term
“punishment” we may think of timeouts,
being spanked, or being yelled at.
Punishment is essentially the opposite of
reinforcement, i.e., when a behavior is
followed by a potential punisher, the
behavior is less likely to happen again in
similar circumstances. A time out is only
considered punishment if it reduces the
behavior that leads to time out. Negative
punishment refers to the future reduction of
a behavior because the behavior was
followed by something being removed. If a
child is acting out in class to gain everyone’s
attention, a timeout may work as a potential
punisher because it would remove the
attention the child was getting. If the child
was acting out in order to avoid doing work,
the timeout would act as a potential positive
reinforcer because the timeout would
remove the child from work. Positive
punishment occurs when something is
applied following a behavior and therefore
reduces the likelihood of the behavior
occurring again. If a child has to do extra
chores for getting a D on a report card, the
child may increase studying behavior, thus
reducing failing
grades.

Punishment and reinforcement are as
individualized as the individuals we work
with. Imagine this scenario, a two-year-old
child waves at mommy (behavior). Mommy
comes over and lavishes the baby with hugs
and kisses. Most children enjoy this, and if
this child enjoys this, the child will be more
likely to wave at mommy in the future. Now
that child has grown up and is a teenager,
surrounded by his friends. He waves at his
mom, and mom comes over and lavishes
hugs and kisses on him. In front of his
friends, this may be embarrassing and
therefore he will be less likely to wave at his
mom when he is with his friends. In one
situation, the hugs and kisses are a positive
reinforcer, in the other they are a positive
punishment.

Though behavior analysts may
have a language of their own, it
is a language that is easy to learn
when one has an open mind.

RECENT CAMPAIGNS OF ABA-INDIA
y
This year has been packed with events ranging from promoting awareness
about Autism on World Autism Awareness Day, conducting workshops on
ABA for parents and professionals to raising fund by running on TCS 10 K
run among other events.

MORE THE KNOWLEDGDE, BETTER THE PRACTICE
Workshops on a variety of topics were conducted by different
ABA professionals in Bangalore, Mumbai and Surat . It included:
"ABA Training Workshop - Teaching children with Autism &
Developmental Disabilities." by Smita Awasthi, BCBA in August
2012, Madurai
"Teaching Communication Skills to Children with Autism based
on Verbal Behavior Technique" by Razia Shazad Ali, ABA
Professional, Mumbai
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RECENT CAMPAIGNS OF ABA-INDIA
y
World Autism Awareness
Day (April 2, 2012)
ABA-India media coverage…

On occasion of World Autism
Awareness Day, ABA-India held
a photo-exhibition of children
with Autism in select galleries in
Mumbai, Kolkata, Bengaluru
Jaipur and Lucknow titled
‘Beautiful moments.” It received
a wide coverage in media.

RUNNING FOR THE CAUSE

Sridhar, president of ABA India, Jo Padmanabhan
an IT professional and Nara (Narasimhan) complete
a 10km fund raising run for ABA India to spread
awareness of Applied Behavior Analysis as a
rigorous and evidence based intervention for
children with autism in India.
Audience at the ABA-India
conference, 2011 at Delhi
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Write to us
As an on-going process of ABA-India
to create a platform for parents and
professionals alike, we invite you to
send us your feedback regarding the
newsletter. In addition, you can
send across your article regarding
behavior analysis or photographs
promoting awareness of ABA to
editor at the email id:
geetikaagarwal@yahoo.com

GUIDELINES FOR ARTICLE
SUBMISSION
1. Length: The submission should be between 5001000 words. If you require additional space, the
submission can be divided into multiple parts and
maybe presented as an ongoing series.
2. Format: For professionals we ask you to follow the
standard APA format, 5th edition in your writing.

Support ABA-India
•

Become a member of ABA India (Affiliate members - Rs. 1000 per
year)

•

Making a one-time or ongoing donation

•

Help with fundraising in campaigns across India

•

Help in disseminating information about ABA to rest of the society



Assist in organizing workshops in different cities and towns of India



Volunteering time

ABA-India
newsletter
Quarterly

3. References: Please be sure to cite relevant sources
in your article. The list of references should be
included at the end of the submission.
4. Submission timeline: A member of the committee
will indicate the deadline for your initial draft. After
your first submission, you will receive edits within the
1 week from a committee member. Following this
feedback, you have 2 weeks to address the comments
and re-submit to the committee. Similar format will be
followed for any additional and further edits.
5. Case studies: Please be sure to remove any
identifying information of the individual included in
your case studies. It is upon the authors to procure
appropriate consents for publication from their
clients/families.

Donations can be made to “Association For Behavior Analysis - India”, at
Oriental Bank Of Commerce, Gurgaon, Haryana – 122003 at A/c No.
51671131000593. IFSC code for direct transfer is ORBC0105167.
Cheques made to “Association For Behavior Analysis - India” can also be
posted to:
Ms. Razia Ali ,
407/408-H, Palm Court Complex, Link road, Malad west, Mumbai 400064,
(Next to New Infinity Mall- Malad)

House No 1687, Sector 45,
Gurgaon – 122003, India

Team
|Geetika Agarwal,BCBA-D Chair of ABA-India newsletter, Georgia, USA|
|Sridhar Aravamudhan, BCBA, Bengaluru, India |Sheela Rajaram, MS, Toronto, Canada|
| Tasneem Hegde, MS, Bengaluru, India |

